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We consider cosmological models with a dynamical dark energy field, and study the presence of three types
of commonly found instabilities, namely ghost (when fields have negative kinetic energy), gradient (negative
momentum squared) and tachyon (negative mass squared). In particular, we study the linear scalar perturbations
of theories with two interacting scalar fields as a proxy for a dark energy and matter fields, and explicitly show
how canonical transformations relate these three types of instabilities with each other. We generically show that
low-energy ghosts are equivalent to tachyonic instabilities, and that high-energy ghosts are equivalent to gradient
instabilities. Via examples we make evident the fact that whenever one of these fields exhibits an instability then
the entire physical system becomes unstable, with an unbounded Hamiltonian. Finally, we discuss the role of
interactions between the two fields, and show that whereas most of the time interactions will not determine
whether an instability is present or not, they may affect the timescale of the instability. We also find exceptional
cases in which the two fields are ghosts and hence the physical system is seemingly unstable, but the presence
of interactions actually lead to stable solutions. These results are very important for assessing the viability of
dark energy models that may exhibit ghost, gradient or tachyonic modes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Our understanding of the universe is based on the ΛCDM
model which agrees remarkably well with observational
data [1], yet relies on the presence of major unknown
components—dark matter and dark energy—which in turn
play a crucial role in the evolution of the universe, making
up currently 95% of its total energy density. In particular,
dark energy is assumed to be give by a cosmological constant,
whose estimated observational value differs by more than 50
orders of magnitude from theoretical predictions [2]. For this
reason, a number of alternative cosmological models have
been proposed (see e.g. [3–6] for reviews), most of them pro-
moting the cosmological constant to a dynamical field. How-
ever, the analysis of these models has shown that they are
plagued by instabilities, which render them observationally
unviable or fine tuned.
In this paper, we consider general cosmological theories
that propagate a dynamical dark energy field, and analyze
the stability of linear cosmological perturbations. According
to the standard scalar-vector-tensor decomposition of linear
perturbations on a homogeneous and isotropic cosmological
background [7], we focus on scalar perturbations only due to
the fact that they are the most relevant observationally as they
couple the matter density of the universe, and hence deter-
mine the fate of observables such as CosmicMicrowaveBack-
ground temperature anisotropies and the evolution of large
scale structures. In particular, we consider cosmological the-
ories that propagate one dark energy scalar degree of freedom
(DoF), and therefore include scalar-tensor (such as Horndeski
[8, 9], or DHOST [10, 11]), vector-tensor (such as Gener-
alized Proca [12] or Generalized Einstein-Aether [13]) and
tensor-tensor models (such as dRGT massive gravity and bi-
gravity [14, 15]).
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We discuss the consequence of instabilities and show how
typical instabilities discussed in the literature—namely ghost
(associated to wrong signs of the kinetic energy of fields),
gradient (wrong sign of squared momentum) and tachyon in-
stabilities (wrong sign of squared mass)— may exhibit them-
selves in different mathematical ways yet they are physically
equivalent. The presence of any of these instabilities typically
lead to a growth of cosmological perturbations, and hence un-
derstanding the properties of these instabilities is crucial for
determining whether a cosmological model will be viable or
not. At high energies, we would generically require models
to be completely free of instabilities (although potential ways
of exorcising high energy instabilities in Effective Field The-
ories have been discussed in [16–20]). Nevertheless, at low
energies, cosmological theories are allowed and need to have
unstable perturbations in order to allow for the growth and for-
mation of large-scale structure in the universe, although con-
ditions on the growth timescales must be imposed in order
to remain phenomenologically viable. Indeed, the analysis
of stability and the conditions to reduce the viable parameter
space of specific cosmological models has been extensively
considered in the literature (see e.g. [21–41]), where the pos-
itivity of all the coefficients of the action is imposed in the
high energy limit, whereas at low energies conditions of the
form m . H0 on the mass m of fields relative to the Hubble
rate today H0 are imposed. These stability conditions can also
be used to efficiently search for the viable parameter space in
numerical Einstein-Boltzman solvers [42, 43].
In order to show explicitly the physical relation between
the three types of instabilities, we consider canonical trans-
formations which bring the physical system to a new mathe-
matical basis while leaving physical properties invariant. We
generically show that for systems with two coupled fields
(as proxy for the dark energy field interacting with a matter
field), low-energy ghosts are equivalent to tachyon instabil-
ities, meanwhile high-energy ghosts are equivalent to gradi-
ent instabilities. The relationship between low-energy ghosts
and tachyons was explored in [44] for the case of a massless
2canonical scalar field minimally coupled to general relativ-
ity, and here we generalize this to include models described
by two interacting fields including both minimal and non-
minimal couplings to gravity. Thus, for systems that describe
scalar perturbations in many general cosmological models,
these relationships exist and indicate that these instabilities
correspond the same physical underlying entity regardless of
which term or field they appear in.
In addition, we discuss the timescale of instabilities and the
role of field interactions. We find that most of the time, the
presence of interactions will not determine whether an insta-
bility is present or not, although it does affect the timescale of
the instability. This means that interactions must be carefully
taken into consideration when determining whether a low-
energy instability is phenomenologically viable or not. Ad-
ditionally, we find that in certain cases interactions may lead
to stable solutions in seemingly unstable system that do have
negative energy contributions. Therefore, considering interac-
tions carefully may help relax the stability conditions usually
imposed at high energy in cosmological models, where posi-
tivity of all the coefficients in the action is required.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section II we define
the three types of instabilities typically referred to in the liter-
ature. We discuss how they appear in cosmology and their rel-
evance. In Section III we summarize the concept of canonical
transformations, and apply them to a toy model with a single
scalar field to illustrate how this procedure evidences explic-
itly the relationship between the three instabilities. In Section
IV we consider realistic cosmological models with two inter-
acting scalar perturbations, and generically show the effect of
a canonical transformation. We discuss a number of simple
cases of interest that illustrate the relation between the insta-
bilities of two fields, as well as the role of interactions. Fi-
nally, in Section V we summarize our results and discuss their
implications. Throughout this paper, we will be using natural
units c = MP = 1, and metric signature (−,+,+,+).
II. CLASSIFYING INSTABILITIES
In this paper we will study the stability of scalar cos-
mological linear perturbations in models where there is one
dark energy DoF. In general, the relevant quantity to con-
sider will therefore be the quadratic action of linear pertur-
bations around a time-evolving homogeneous and isotropic
background metric:
ds2 =−dt2+ a(t)2ηi jdxidx j, (1)
where t is the physical time, a(t) the scale factor that evolves
in time, and ηi j is the Minkowski spatial metric given by a
3D identity matrix. For gravity theories that propagate one
dark energy field, we will generically have an action for two
interacting real scalar perturbations: the dark energy pertur-
bation and the matter perturbation (which would describe for
instance the dark matter energy density). However, for sim-
plicity, in this section we will consider an action for a sin-
gle scalar cosmological perturbation and classify the different
types of instabilities that this field can have. In the next sec-
tion, we will extend our results to the realistic scenario of two
interacting scalar perturbations.
Let us consider for now a single DoF propagating on this
cosmological background. In that case, for a real field φ with
second-order derivative equations of motion, we can always
write the action as:
S =
∫
d4x
[
1
2
Kt(t)φ˙
2− 1
2
Ks(t)η
i j∂iφ∂ jφ − 1
2
M(t)2φ2
]
,
(2)
where overdots denote derivatives with respect to physical
time, and Kt , Ks and M are three different coefficients that
generically depend on time as they depend on the evolution
of the cosmological background. Note that because the back-
ground breaks the explicit Lorentz space-time symmetry then
we generically have that Kt 6= Ks. In addition, because the
background does keep invariance under spatial rotations, then
all the three spatial derivative components have the same co-
efficient Ks.
From now on, we change the spatial coordinates to Fourier
space according to:
φ(t,~x) =
1
(2pi)3/2
∫
d3k φk(t,~k)e
i~x·~k, (3)
where ~k is the vector wavenumber, and k2 ≡ η i jkik j. In
Fourier space, we can calculate the Hamiltonian associated
to the action in eq. (2):
H =
∫
d4x
[
PQ˙−L ]
=
∫
d3kdt
[
1
2
K−1t P
2+
1
2
Ksk
2Q2+
1
2
M2Q2
]
, (4)
where we have defined the Hamiltonian variables as: Q = φ
and P = ∂L /∂ φ˙ , with L the Lagrangian density of eq. (2).
Here we see that this Hamiltonian is expected to be positive
definite when all Kt , Ks and M are positive, in which case the
energy is bounded from below and hence the system is stable.
In order to analyze explicitly the stability of the single-field
system, let us consider a toy model where Kt = εt , Ks = εs,
and M2 = m2εm, with all εA constants that can be positive or
negative. The equation of motion for φ in this case is simply
given by:
εt φ¨k +
(
εsk
2+ εmm
2
)
φk = 0. (5)
We say we have a stable field if all the coefficients εA =
+1, as in this case the solution to eq. (5) is given by φk(t) ∝
exp{±it
√
k2+m2}, and hence the field just oscillates in time
with a constant amplitude. In any other case, we will have an
unstable field, with a Hamiltonian unbounded from below. We
will distinguish three types of instabilities: we say we have
a ghost if εg = −1, a gradient instability if εk = −1, and a
tachyon if εm = −1. In what follows, we discuss in detail
these three different types of instabilities.
3A. Tachyon
A tachyonic instability appears when the field has an effec-
tive negative mass squared, i.e. when εm < 0. In particular, if
εm =−1 then the solution to eq. (5) is given by
φk(t) ∝ e
±it
√
k2−m2 . (6)
On the one hand, we see that when a tachyon is present
then low-energy modes with k ≪ m are unstable and grow
exponentially fast as φk ∼ exp{mt} in a fixed characteristic
timescale t∗ ∼ m−1. Such a low energy instability is not a
pathology in theories. Indeed, for cosmology this is found
in General Relativity, and it is known as the Jean’s instabil-
ity, which is a necessary feature in order to form large scales
structures in the universe [45]. Nevertheless, this instability
must be kept under control to avoid runaway amplitudes that
would not be compatible with observations. In cosmology, we
would require these low energy modes to grow on cosmolog-
ical times scales, that is, m . H0.
On the other hand, we also see that high-energymodes with
k ≫ m are insensitive to the instability and they simply os-
cillate as φk ∼ exp{itk}. Therefore, we can have a perfectly
well-defined effective field theory for scales m < k < Λ, with
Λ being the high-energy cut off scale of the theory. This is
the case of General Relativity, where Λ = MP. In this case,
we have a cosmological model with a tachyonic instability,
which is used to describe perturbation modes with k such that
H0 < k < MP.
B. Gradient
A gradient instability appears when the field has a negative
momentum squared, i.e. when εs < 0. In particular, if εk =−1
then the solution to eq. (5) is given by
φk(t) ∝ e
±it
√
−k2+m2 . (7)
In this case we see that low-energy modes with k ≪ m are
stable and they simply oscillate with the same frequency as
φk ∼ exp{itm}. On the other hand, high-energy modes with
k ≫ m grow exponentially fast as φk ∼ exp{kt} with a k-
dependent characteristic timescale of tk∗ ∼ k−1. In this case,
the modes that grow faster are those with higher k. If the
theory in consideration is valid up to arbitrarily large energy
scales, then we would have a high-energy instability. Such in-
stabilities have been studied before, where it has been found
that a quantum vacuum state would be unstable and would
decay into particles exponentially fast [19].
For an effective field theory with a cutoff Λ, the model
could be pathological. Indeed, we would be interested in
modes with k≪Λ which grow on timescales tk∗≫ tΛ, and we
would find that in the timescales of interest the modes close
to the cutoff would be the largest ones and hence the effective
field theory may be ill-defined [46] (unless the high-energy
completion of the EFT breaks Lorentz-breaking or locality-
breaking).
C. Ghost
A ghost appears when the field has negative kinetic energy,
i.e. when εt < 0. In particular, if εt = −1 then the solution to
eq. (5) is given by
φk(t) ∝ e
±t
√
k2+m2 . (8)
Here we see that both low-energy and high-energy modes are
unstable and grow exponentially fast, similarly to the two pre-
viously discussed cases. For the same reasons mentioned be-
fore for gradient instabilities, a model with a high-energy in-
stability like a ghost may not be well-defined even in the con-
text of an effective field theory.
We clarify that in the literature ghosts are commonly de-
fined as fields with εt = εs < 0 (e.g. [19]) as most models
considered are Lorentz invariant. However, because we are
interested in cosmological models where Lorentz invariance
is broken, in this paper we define ghosts are fields with nega-
tive kinetic energy associated to time derivatives only. In this
context, we say that a field with both εt and εs negative will
have a ghostly gradient instability. In such a case, the equation
of motion will be equivalent to that of a tachyon instability
(modulo an overall minus sign), and thus the solution will not
exhibit any high-energy instability, and it will be the same as
that for a tachyonic field. This is not problematic as long as
there are no couplings with additional fields, as we will see in
the next sections.
D. Relations
In this section we discuss the physical relationship between
the three previously defined instabilities. From the action in
eq. (2) we see that the three type of instabilities are mathemat-
ically different: ghosts come from negative time derivatives,
gradient instabilities come from negative spatial derivatives,
and tachyons from negative non-derivative interactions.
Nevertheless, from the three solutions for φk(t) previously
discussed we can see that a model with a physical instability
for high-energy modes could have either a ghost or a gradient
instability and in both situations the field would have the same
solution φk(t) ∼ exp{kt}. Similarly, a model with a physical
low-energy instability could have either a ghost or a tachyon
instability, and in both situations the field would have the same
solution φk(t)∼ exp{mt}.
These relations can straightforwardly be understood by
looking at the equation of motion (5) and noticing that we can
always multiply the equation by a factor (−1) and the dynam-
ics will not be affected. Explicitly, at high energies (k ≫ m)
the mass term becomes negligible and the equation of motion
becomes φ¨k− k2φk = 0 whether we have a ghost or a gradient
instability. Similarly, at low energies (k ≪ m) the equation of
motion becomes φ¨k−m2φk = 0 whether we have a ghost or a
tachyonic instability.
We also mention the case of multiple instabilities. If we
had for instance εt = εs = εm =−1, then the equation of mo-
tion can be multiplied by an overall minus sign, and solutions
4would be stable. In this case, the Hamiltonian would be nega-
tive definite (and thus bounded from above), and since energy
is conserved, solutions will be stable.
On the other hand, the fact that some instabilities are equiv-
alent cannot be so easily understood at the level of the action.
For instance, a rescaling of the field φ in the action (2) cannot
change the sign of the individual three terms. For this reason,
in the next section we show explicitly how to understand the
relationship between the three instabilities at the level of the
action. We will show that this can be achieved by perform-
ing canonical transformations to the associated Hamiltonian
in eq. (4).
Before studying canonical transformations, we emphasize
that the results presented here are valid for theories more gen-
eral than that of eq. (2). Indeed, we will consider a generic
scalar field with any number of spatial derivatives (including
non-local terms). In Fourier space, we allow actions of the
form
S =
∫
d3kdt
[
1
2
K(t,k)φ˙2k −
1
2
M(t,k)2φ2k
]
, (9)
where now the functions K and M can have an arbitrary de-
pendence on the wavenumber k as well as time. Note that we
did not write explicitly a term Ks(t,k) as in Fourier space it
can be reabsorbed into the definition of M(t,k). We will say
we have a high-energy (low-energy) ghost when K < 0 in the
limit of k → ∞ (k → 0), and a gradient (tachyon) instability
when M2 < 0 in the limit of k → ∞ (k → 0).
In the remaining of this paper, we focus on studying high
and low energy instabilities which affect the early and late
time cosmological evolution, leaving aside discussions on sta-
bility during intermediate scales as whether they are allowed
or not must be analyzed case by case depending on how
long they last and how fast perturbations grow when they are
present.
III. SINGLE FIELD INSTABILITIES
In this section we briefly review canonical transformations,
apply them to the single scalar field action (9) and show the
previously discussed relationship between the three types of
instabilities.
A. Canonical Transformations
A canonical transformation is a transformation of the
Hamiltonian variables from {P,Q} to {P′,Q′} such that
physics is invariant. In particular, we will generically start
with a Hamiltonian density H (P,Q) (and associated La-
grangian L (φ)), apply the transformation and obtain a
new Hamiltonian H ′(P′,Q′) whose associated Lagrangian
L ′(φ ′) will only differ to the original Lagrangian L (φ) by
a total derivative term. Therefore, both L and L ′ will lead
to the same Euler-Lagrange equations and describe the same
physical system. As a consequence, canonical transforma-
tions also preserve the Hamiltonian equations:
P˙ =−∂H
∂Q
, Q˙ =
∂H
∂P
,
P˙′ =−∂H
′
∂Q′
, Q˙′ =
∂H ′
∂P′
,
as well as the Poisson brackets:
{P,P}= {Q,Q}= 0, {Q,P}= 1,
{P′,P′}= {Q′,Q′}= 0, {Q′,P′}= 1. (10)
The simplest canonical transformations one can consider are
linear in the variables:
Q′ = a1Q+ a2P, P′ = b1Q+ b2P, (11)
where ai and bi are arbitrary functions of time and k, such that
eq. (10) is satisfied
{Q′,P′}= a1b2− a2b1 = 1. (12)
We therefore see that the most general linear canonical trans-
formation for a single field will have three arbitrary indepen-
dent functions of t and k.
In the reminder of this paper, we will only consider lin-
ear canonical transformations as they are simple but still carry
enough freedom to allow us to show explicitly the relationship
between the three instabilities. Additionally, linear canonical
transformations would be consistent with linear perturbation
theory, and therefore can be directly applied to cosmological
models.
We note that a canonical transformation can also be per-
formed at the level of the action S instead of H, although it
cannot be done with a simple field redefinition (see e.g. [44]
for a specific example).
B. Application
Let us start by considering the action in eq. (9) and calcu-
lating its associated Hamiltonian. First, we define the phase
space variables as:
Q = φk, P =
∂L
∂ φ˙k
= Kφ˙k, (13)
and obtain the Hamiltonian density H :
H =
1
2
P2
K
+
1
2
M2Q2. (14)
Next, we proceed to apply the linear canonical transformation
of eq. (11) to this Hamiltonian.
Under this transformation the new Hamiltonian density be-
comes:
H
′ =
1
2
(
M2Ka22+ a
2
1
)
K
P
′2−
(
M2Kb2a2+ a1b1
)
K
P′Q′
+
1
2
(
M2Kb22+ b
2
1
)
K
Q
′2, (15)
5whose associated Lagrangian density can be found by defining
a new field φ ′k ≡ Q′ and using the Hamiltonian equation of
motion Q˙ = ∂H ′/∂P′ to obtain P′ as a function of φ ′k and φ˙
′
k.
Explicitly, we obtain:
L
′ = P′Q˙′−H
=
1
A
[
1
2
Kφ˙
′2
k +
(
M2Ka2b2+ a1b1
)
φ ′kφ˙
′
k−
1
2
M2φ
′2
k
]
, (16)
where A ≡ a21+M2Ka22. From this final Lagrangian we can
identify new kinetic energy and mass terms, analogous to
eq. (9):
K′ ≡ K
A
, M
′2 ≡ M
2
A
+
d
dt
(
M2Ka2b2+ a1b1
A
)
, (17)
where we have made an integration by parts in the term φ ′kφ˙
′
k
so that the new Lagrangian is given by:
L
′ =
1
2
K′φ˙
′2
k −
1
2
M
′2φ
′2
k . (18)
Given this final result we can analyze the effect of the
canonical transformation on the instabilities of the field φk.
For concreteness, let us consider the simple example stud-
ied in Section II, where all coefficients of the action and the
canonical transformation are constants, and the field has only
second-order derivatives. We thus assume:
K = εt , M
2 = εsk
2+ εmm
2, (19)
where εA and m are constants.
1. Low Energy
We see that if we start with a low-energy ghost field, for
instance if εt = −1 and εs = εm = +1, then the new field φ ′
will have the following kinetic and mass terms:
K′ =
−1
(a21− a22m2)− a22k2
, (20)
M
′2 =
m2+ k2
(a21− a22m2)− a22k2
. (21)
First of all, we notice that in this simple scenario, the only
relevant free quantities are a1 and a2, whereas b1 and b2 are
only relevant if there is a time dependence on the coefficients.
In the low-energy regime, k → 0, we coefficients of the new
action become:
K′→ −1
(a21− a22m2)
, M
′2 → m
2
(a21− a22m2)
. (22)
Here we see that for an appropriate choice of the coefficients
a1 and a2 such that (a
2
1− a22m2) < 0 then the new field will
not have a low-energy ghost instability but instead will have a
tachyon instability. We note that, as expected, since canonical
transformations do not change the physics of the system, the
time-scale of the instability is just given by m, as the depen-
dence in K′t and M on a1 and a2 will not affect the equations
of motion.
2. High Energy
For the same model as before, with εt = −1 and εs = εm =
+1, φ starts with a high-energy ghost instability, but the new
action will have a high-energy limit, k → ∞, such that:
K′→ 1
a22k
2
, M
′2 → −1
a22
, (23)
and thus we see the new field will have a gradient instability
instead of a ghost instability, as long as the canonical trans-
formation has a2 6= 0. Also, as expected, the timescale of the
instability is given by k−1 as the factor of a22 goes not affect
the equations of motion in this case.
As a summary, at low energies, the original field was a
ghost and the new one is a tachyon. At high energies, the
original field was a ghost and the new one has a gradient in-
stability. This demonstrates that there is an equivalence be-
tween low energy ghosts and tachyons and between high en-
ergy ghosts and gradients in this simple model, and that this
can be seen at the level of the action by making a canonical
transformation as well as through solutions to the equation of
motion.
We emphasize that in this example the canonical transfor-
mation did not remove the negative coefficient that signaled
the presence of an instability, but rather moved it to another
coefficient in the action. Thus, in general, if we want to avoid
all instabilities (as we do at high energies), we would impose
separate positivity conditions on both the kinetic and gradient
terms. However, we note that this example can be general-
ized by allowing time-dependent coefficients in the canonical
transformation. In that case, depending on how the coeffi-
cients evolve in time, it could be possible to completely re-
move a single negative terms (e.g. if we had started with K < 0
and M2 > 0, and then chosen A < 0 together with an appro-
priate time evolution such that M
′2 > 0 in eq. (17)), in which
case the solution would be expected to be stable. Whether
this is possible or not must be analyzed case by case, and for
this reason the most conservative approach to avoid instabili-
ties would be to simply impose positivity on both kinetic and
gradient terms separately.
IV. TWO INTERACTING FIELDS INSTABILITIES
In this section we generalize the results from the single-
field action to the case of two fields. This describes realis-
tic cosmological models for scalar perturbations where one
of the degrees of freedom is the dark energy field, and the
other one is a matter field. Thus, we will describe models such
as Quintessence, Horndeski, DHOST, Generalized Proca, and
massive gravity. All these models will have a theory of scalar
linear cosmological perturbations described by a quadratic ac-
tion of the following form in Fourier space (see [37] for a
general proof and the explicit action for some scalar-tensor,
6vector-tensor and bimetric models):
S =
∫
d3kdt
[
1
2
K1(t,k)φ˙
2
1k−
1
2
M1(t,k)
2φ21k
+D(t,k)
(
˙φ1kφ2k− ˙φ2kφ1k
)
+
1
2
K2(t,k)φ˙
2
2k−
1
2
M2(t,k)
2φ22k
]
(24)
where, as in the previous section, the coefficients K1,2, D and
M1,2 can be functions of time and wavenumber k. Their ex-
plicit forms will depend on the specific theory under consider-
ation. We will keep working on Fourier space but, for simplic-
ity, we will omit the subscript k in the fields. We note that we
have not included mass or kinetic mixing terms because one
can always perform a field redefinition to bring the system in
the form of eq. (24).
As before, we will briefly look at the equations of motion
for this system and then consider a linear canonical transfor-
mation to demonstrate the physical relationship between the
three types of instabilities.
For illustrative purposes, let us for now assume that the co-
efficients of the action (24) are constants in time. In that case,
the equations of motion are simply given by:
K1φ¨1+M
2
1φ1 =−2Dφ˙2, K2φ¨2+M22φ2 = 2Dφ˙1, (25)
where we explicitly see that the presence of the coupling
term D leads to an exchange of energy between the two
fields, which will ultimately cause any instability to affect
both fields. The explicit solutions to these equations of mo-
tion are linear combinations of four exponential terms as:
φ1,2 ∝ exp
{
±it (2K1K2)−1/2 ·√
X ±
√
8D2(X − 2D2)+ (K2M21 −K1M22)2
}
(26)
where we have defined X ≡ 4D2+M22K1+M21K2. We men-
tion that here the proportionality factors have been omitted,
but they depend on K1,2, D, and M1,2 and are such that for
D = 0 (decoupled system) then each field has only two so-
lutions. Similarly to the previous section, we illustrate the
behaviour of these solutions in a simple setting where K1,2 =
εt1,2, M
2
1,2= k
2εs1,2+m
2
1,2εm1,2, where all ε quantities are con-
stants that can take the values±1, and m21,2 > 0. Upon inspec-
tion of the solutions, it is clear that if all ε are positive then the
system is stable. In particular, the solutions can be rewritten
as:
φ1,2 ∝ exp
{
±it
√
Y 2±
√
Y 4−Z2
}
(27)
where Y 2 ≡ 4D2 + 2k2 + m21 + m22 and Z2 ≡ 4k2(k2 +m21 +
m22)+ 4m
2
1m
2
2 are both always positive. These four exponen-
tial terms will thus always lead an oscillatory behaviour with
constant amplitudes.
We emphasize that, in general, the sign of the interaction
term D never affects the stability of the system because it al-
ways shows up as squared in the solution of eq. (26). Even
though the sign is irrelevant for determining the presence of
instabilities, its absolute value is still important for determin-
ing the scale of any instabilities that may be present, as we
will see next.
If any one of the coefficients ε is negative, then an insta-
bility will appear. For instance, if ε1t = −1 with all the other
terms positive, then the solutions in the low and high-energy
regimes will be dominated by real exponential terms as:
φ1,2 ∝ exp
{
t
√
−Z+
√
Z2+ 4m21m
2
2
}
, for k → 0,
φ1,2 ∝ exp

kt
√
4D2
k2
+
√
4+
16D4
k4

 , for k → ∞, (28)
where Z ≡ m22−m21− 4D2. For concreteness, in these solu-
tions we have assumed that D scales with k in such a way
that is relevant in the given regime (i.e. D ∝ k for k → ∞, and
D ∝ k0 for k→ 0), although solutions for any other scaling for
D can straightforwardly also be obtained from eq. (26).
From the solutions in eq. (28) we explicitly see that due to
the presence of a ghost instability in the field φ1 then the entire
system is unstable as both fields exhibit growing exponential
solutions. This is due to the presence of the interaction term
D. In the limit D → 0, the two fields are no longer described
by linear combinations of four solutions, but rather each field
is reduced to two solutions (as in the single-field example of
the previous section) where the instability then only resides in
field with the initial ghost.
We also mention the case of multiple instabilities. If one of
the fields has a ghost and gradient instabilities then the entire
system is generically unstable, as opposed to the single-field
case where the evolution of the field was found to be oscil-
latory and stable. This is due to the presence of interactions.
However, these equations also do show that it is possible to
have stable solutions in situations where there are multiple in-
stabilities for some specific cases. For example, the solutions
when we have two ghosts, i.e. εt1 = εt2 = −1 and all other
terms positive are given below. As before, the solutions are
given in the low and high energy limits and D has been as-
sumed to scale so that it is relevant in each energy regime:
φ1,2 ∝ exp
{
±it
√
W ±
√
W 2− 4m21m22
}
, for k → 0,
φ1,2 ∝ exp

±kt
√√√√2− 4D2
k2
(
1±
√
1− k
2
D2
)
 , for k → ∞.
(29)
Here W = 4D2 − m21 − m22. We see that for W > 0 and
(W 2−4m21m22)≥ 0 the solutions in the low-energy regimewill
be stable and oscillating. In this example, a seemingly unsta-
ble model with two ghosts turned out to be stable due to the
presence of the interaction D (note that if D = 0 then the solu-
tions for a model with two ghosts would always be unstable).
Similarly, we see that there are also cases in which the high-
energy solutions are stable. If D2 < 1, the system will be un-
stable while D2 > 1 will result in stable, oscillating solutions
7(more generally, we should compare the size of D2 to the size
of the coefficients in the gradient terms of the action). In the
high-energy case, it was important that D ∝ k in order to get
stable solutions. Indeed, in eq. (28), if D ∝ k0, the solutions
will be unstable. In this case, both fields will have growing
solutions proportional to ekt .
The cases given in eq. (29) are exceptional as we find that
most of the time the size of |D| does not determine whether an
instability is present or not. However, in eq. (28) we do find
that the timescale of the instability does depend on D, as long
as it is relevant on the given energy regime. Therefore, if we
do allow the presence of instabilities in any given model then
analyzing the role of D will be crucial for imposing conditions
on the free parameters of the model that make the instability
stay under control. For instance, for low-energy instabilities
on cosmological models, we would impose a condition on the
masses and D such that the timescale of the instability is of
the order of the Hubble rate or smaller.
Finally, the same general relations between types of insta-
bilities found for the case of single field hold in this interacting
system. In particular, we see that there will be an instability
present in the high-energy regime if either a field has a high-
energy ghost or a gradient instability. However, the timescale
of the instability may be different in these two cases if the in-
teraction term dominates the evolution. Similarly, in the low-
energy regime, there will be an instability if a field has low-
energy ghost or a tachyon (with an instability timescale that
may change again). Thus, the relations we observed in the
previous section are shown to generalize to this more realistic
scenario of two interacting fields.
A. Application
Proceeding as in the previous section, we now define and
carry out canonical transformations on eq. (24). First, we
define our phase space variables and calculate the associated
Hamiltonian. Then we will calculate the new Hamiltonian un-
der the defined transformation. The canonical variables are:
Q1 = φ1, P1 =
∂L
∂ φ˙1
= K1φ˙1+Dφ2, (30)
Q2 = φ2, P2 =
∂L
∂ φ˙2
= K2φ˙2−Dφ1, (31)
with a Hamiltonian density given by:
H =
1
2
P21
K1
+
1
2
P22
K2
+
1
2
M21Q
2
1+
1
2
M22Q
2
2
+
1
2
D2Q22
K1
+
1
2
D2Q21
K2
− DP1Q2
K1
+
DP2Q1
K2
. (32)
An interesting feature of this Hamiltonian is that if we write it
in terms of Lagrangian variables, the terms that involve mix-
ing between the field disappear. Explicitly, we find:
H =
1
2
(
K1φ˙1
2
+K2φ˙2
2
+M1
2φ1
2+M2
2φ2
2
)
. (33)
The presence of D vanishes due to the antisymetric structure
of the mixing terms φ˙1φ2 and φ˙2φ2. This makes explicitly
again the fact that the sign and size of D does not affect the
stability of the system most of the time, as it does not affect
the sign of the Hamiltonian (and whether it is positive defi-
nite). The Hamiltonian will only depend on the sings of K1,2
and M1,2. For this reason, in the results that will follow we
will always write mixing terms in an antisymmetric form and
analyze the signs of the kinetic and mass terms only. Further-
more, as we shall see below, in order to determine whether
or not there is an instability it is important for the kinetic and
mass terms to be in a diagonal form as eq. (24), that is, with
no kinetic or mass interactions of the form φ˙1φ˙2 nor φ1φ2.
Next we will carry out two transformations to this Hamil-
tonian to highlight different aspects of the relations between
instabilities in this type of system. We will consider trans-
forming both fields in a manner similar to what we did in the
first section and show that this makes the analysis we did on
the equations of motion explicit at the level of the action. The
transformation is given by:
Q′1 = a1Q1+ a2P1, P
′
1 = b1Q1+ b2P1,
Q′2 = c1Q2+ c2P2, P
′
2 = d1Q2+ d2P2. (34)
While the following conditions as well as eq. (10) must be
satisfied for a canonical transformation:
{Q′1,P′1}= a1b2− a2b1 = 1,
{Q′2,P′2}= c1d2− c2d1 = 1. (35)
As before, we will carry out the transformation to obtain the
new Hamiltonian and explore what relations this shows be-
tween the types of instabilities we have previously defined.
We then proceed from the original Hamiltonian eq. (32) and
use our transformation eq. (34) to obtain the new Hamiltonian
which has the following form:
H
′ = Γ1P′21 +Γ2P
′
1Q
′
1+Γ3Q
′2
1 +Γ4P
′2
2 +Γ5P
′
2Q
′
2+Γ6Q
′2
2
+Γ7Q
′
1P
′
2+Γ8P
′
1Q
′
2+Γ9Q
′
1Q
′
2+Γ10P
′
1P
′
2, (36)
where the Γs are terms comprised of coefficients from the
transformation and the original Hamiltonian. From here, we
can explicitly see the need for the Hamiltonian (and hence
Lagrangian) to be in a diagonal form in order to study its sta-
bility, as mixing terms cannot generically be assumed to be
positive definite even if the coefficient in front is positive. For
example, P′22 will always be positive, but that still leaves open
the possibility of introducing additional minus signs through
a term multiplied by P′1P
′
2. Therefore, we will need to make
our final Lagrangian diagonal before making determinations
about the relationship between different types of possible in-
stabilities.
As before, we then use Hamilton’s equation Q˙′1 =
∂H ′/∂P′1 and Q˙
′
2 = ∂H
′/∂P′2 to obtain the new kinetic
terms for the transformed fields φ ′1 and φ
′
2 in terms of the
Hamiltonian variables. We also make use of the Legendre
transform to find the transformed Lagrangian and switch back
8to using Lagrangian variables:
L
′ =
C1
2A
φ˙ ′1
2
+
C2
A
φ˙ ′1φ
′
1−
C3
2A
φ ′21 +
C4
2A
φ˙ ′2
2
+
C5
A
φ˙ ′2φ
′
2
− C6
2A
φ ′22 +
C7
A
φ˙ ′1φ˙
′
2+
C8
A
φ˙ ′1φ
′
2+
C9
A
φ˙ ′2φ
′
1+
C10
A
φ ′1φ
′
2.
(37)
We have defined A:
A≡ a22
(
c22
(
D2+ k2m
2
1
)(
D2+ k1m
2
2
)
+ c21k1m
2
1
)
+ 2a1a2c1c2D
2+ a21
(
c22k2m
2
2+ c
2
1
)
. (38)
Here the Cs are functions of our transformation coefficients
which we will assume are all constants in time and are given in
Appendix 1. Now, we proceed to consider specific examples
and study the stability of this new Hamiltonian. Before that,
we note that this Hamiltonian can be simplified by making in-
tegration by parts on the terms φ˙ ′1φ
′
1 and φ˙
′
2φ
′
2 and reabsorbing
them into their corresponding mass terms. However, if the
coefficients of these terms are constants in time, they simply
lead to boundary terms that can be ignored. Furthermore, we
also bring into an antisymmetric form the terms φ˙ ′1φ
′
2 and φ˙
′
2φ
′
1
by performing integration by parts, as shown in Appendix 2.
This will allow us to ignore these terms most of the time in
the stability analysis as previously discussed.
In what follows, we will choose the coefficients of the
canonical transformations such that there are no kinetic and
mass mixing terms (involving φ˙ ′1φ˙
′
2 and φ
′
1φ
′
2) in L
′, which
will allow us to easily study the stability of the system by
simply looking the the signs of the diagonal kinetic and mass
terms. While we could do this using only the canonical trans-
formation we have defined, we introduce an additional field
redefinition at this stage because it will give us additional free-
dom to be fully general in illustrating the relationships be-
tween ghost, gradient and tachyon instabilities in this physi-
cally realistic system.
The field redefinition is given below where φ ′3 and φ
′
4 are
linear combinations of the transformed fields, and α1,2 and
β1,2 are some a priori arbitrary coefficients.
φ ′1 = α1φ
′
3+α2φ
′
4, φ
′
2 = β1φ
′
3+β2φ
′
4. (39)
After making the field redefinition, we will later choose α1
and α2 such that they diagonalize the kinetic and mass ma-
trices thereby eliminating problematic mixing terms. First we
will show that this reproduces the results of the single field ex-
ample from the beginning by demonstrating that a low energy
ghost can generically be exchanged for a tachyon and that a
high energy ghost can be generically exchanged for a gradient.
Then we will explore some further properties.
We will carry out the analysis of this Lagrangian in de-
tail using the following assumptions. For concreteness, sim-
ilarly to previous discussions, we assume that the initial co-
efficients of the action have the following form: Ki = εit and
M2i = εisk
2+ εimm
2
i , where i represents either φ1 or φ2, all the
ε quantities can take the values ±1 and m2i are assumed to
be constants. Furthermore, for illustrative purposes, we as-
sume D to be constant in time and independent of k, although
such an assumption can be easily generalized. Additionally, in
the analysis that follows, any coefficients from the canonical
transformation and field redefinition are assumed to be con-
stants in time and independent of k (except for α1,2 that are
chosen to diagonalize mass and kinetic interactions, which
leads to a k dependence on them, while they indeed remain
time independent).
B. Example I: Ghosts to Tachyons and Gradients
Using the freedom we have with the canonical transforma-
tion, we make the choice a1 = c2 = 0 with our transformation
coefficients in order to simplify the resulting Lagrangian and
make the relationships between various instabilities more evi-
dent. The resulting Lagrangian can be written in the following
way:
L
′ =
x [x− z]
16D2c21M
2
1
φ˙ ′23 −
x [x+ y]
16D2c21K1
φ ′23
+
x [x+ z]
16D2c21M
2
1
φ˙ ′24 −
x [x− y]
16D2c21K1
φ ′24 . (40)
Note that we have omitted terms that can be integrated out and
lead to boundary terms when we have constant coefficients.
Also, we have defined:
x =
(
K22M
4
1 + 2K2M
2
1(4D
2−K1M22)+ (4D2+K1M22)2
)1/2
,
y = (4D2+K2M
2
1 −K1M22), z = (4D2−K2M21 +K1M22 ).
(41)
Here we see that this transformation is only valid when the
total terms inside the squared root of x are positive, in or-
der to keep the fields real. Additionally, we note that with
this canonical transformation, field redefinition and particu-
lar choice of coefficients there is no D′ term. Therefore, this
system has been explicitly decoupled, and there are no inter-
actions between φ ′3 and φ
′
4 anymore. However, the system is
still physically equivalent to the old one as the equations of
motion for φ ′3 and φ
′
4 leads to equivalent solutions with same
frequencies given in eq. (26) that were obtained from analyz-
ing the system with φ1 and φ2.
In order to illustrate explicitly what canonical transforma-
tions can do to a two-field action, let us now consider a sce-
nario where we have an initial ghost in the field φ1, that is,
ε1t =−1, ε2t =+1 and εis = εim =+1. Next, we take the low
and high energy limits of the transformed Lagrangian, assum-
ing that the free coefficients left in the canonical transforma-
tions are independent of k.
We will now analyze the stability of this system eq. (40)
which is equivalent to the initial Lagrangian (24), but with
new coefficients K′3,4, M
′
3,4
2 for the fields φ ′3 and φ
′
4. This sta-
bility analysis is done, as in the previous section, by looking
at the sign of the kinetic and mass coefficients in the low and
high-energy regimes.
91. Low Energy
In the low-energy regime, k → 0, we find the following ki-
netic and mass coefficients:
K′3 →
x
[√
z2+ 16D2m21− z
]
16D2c21m
2
1
,
M
′2
3 →
x
[
y−
√
y2− 16D2m22
]
16D2c21
,
K′4 →
x
[√
z2+ 16D2m21+ z
]
16D2c21m
2
1
,
M
′2
4 →
−x
[√
y2− 16D2m22+ y
]
16D2c21
. (42)
Here x =
(
m41+ 2m
2
1(4D
2+m22)+ (4D
2−m22)2
)1/2
, and is al-
ways real. Also, we have defined y = (4D2+m21+m
2
2) and
z = (−4D2+m21+m22), in order to easily determine if there is
a minus sign in the kinetic and mass terms, and thus if there
is an instability. We find that M
′2
4 < 0, and hence we trans-
form a low-energy ghost into a tachyon while all of the other
coefficients in this new, but physically equivalent system are
manifestly positive. Furthermore, this results in unstable so-
lutions corresponding to the low-energy limit of eq. (28).
Analogously, we mention that if we had started with a ghost
in K2 instead (ε2t = −1), the new action would have kept one
ghost in φ ′3 and would exhibit no tachyons.
We emphasize that because φ ′3 and φ
′
4 are linear combina-
tions of the initial fields φ1 and φ2 and their derivatives, it is
not possible to obtain a direct relationship between instabili-
ties in the initial and the final fields. Indeed, an initial ghost
in φ1 is transformed to a tachyon in φ
′
4, whereas a tachyon
in φ1 is transformed to a ghost in φ
′
3. Thus, we can clearly
see that the entire system is unstable, and instabilities are the
same physical entity regardless of the explicit term they ap-
pear in within the Lagrangian, and regardless of the field in
which they appear within an interacting system.
This example generalizes the results found for a single field
in the previous section. Here we show that we can also trans-
form low-energy ghosts into tachyons, even in realistic sce-
narios when interactions are present.
2. High Energy
In the limit k→∞ we obtain the following kinetic and mass
terms in the transformed action:
K′3 →
1
c21
, M
′2
3 →
k2
c21
,
K′4 →
k2
D2c21
, M
′2
4 →−
k4
D2c21
. (43)
Here again the canonical transformation has allowed us to
move a minus sign in the kinetic term of the action into the
mass term of the action. In particular, we see that the initial
high-energy ghost in φ1 now appears as a gradient in φ4. Be-
cause we have assumed that D ∝ k0, then D does not affect the
timescale of the instability and the solutions go as ekt for the
field that contains the instability.
We again conclude that the results found for the single field
generalize to this more realistic scenario.
C. Example II: Two Ghosts
Here we consider an example where the action started ini-
tially with two ghosts. In this case, we do not perform the field
redefinition in eq. (39), and instead use the freedom only from
the canonical transformation to diagonalize mass and kinetic
interactions. In particular, we choose a1 = c1 = 0, which gives
the following Lagrangian:
L
′ =+
K2φ˙
′2
1
2a22
(
D2+K2M
2
1
) − M22φ ′21
2a22
(
D2+K1M
2
2
)
+
K1φ˙
′2
2
2c22
(
D2+K1M22
) − M21φ ′22
2c22
(
D2+K2M21
)
+D′(φ˙ ′1φ2− φ˙2φ1), (44)
where D′ is given by:
D′ =
D(2D2+K1M
2
2 +K2M
2
1)
2a2c2(D2+K1M22)(D
2+K2M21 )
. (45)
Next, we analyze the stability of the action when ε1t = ε2t =
−1 and εis = εim = +1 and look separately at the low and
high-energy regimes.
1. Low Energy
In the low-energy regime, k → 0, we find the following ki-
netic and mass coefficients:
K′3 →−
1
a22
(
D2−m21
) , M′23 → m22
a22
(
D2−m22
) ,
K′4 →−
1
c22
(
D2−m22
) , M′24 → m21
c22
(
D2−m21
) . (46)
Here we see that depending on the relative size of D2 and m21,2,
the negative signs will appear in different terms. For instance,
if D2 < m21,2, then the two initial low-energy ghosts appear
now as two tachyons. This will lead to unstable solutions as
this choice will cause eq. (29) to be dominated by real expo-
nentials. If D2 is larger than one of the masses but not the
other then we would have a mix of ghosts and tachyons that
would likewise correspond to unstable solutions in eq. (29).
On the other hand, if 4D2 > (m21 + m
2
2) and (D
2 −m21 −
m22)
2 > 4m21m
2
2, which are the same conditions as W > 0 and
W 2−4m21m22 > 0 mentioned previously, there will still be two
ghosts in the action; however, this will then correspond to the
low energy limit of eq. (29) with stable, oscillating solutions.
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2. High Energy
In the limit k→∞ we obtain the following kinetic and mass
terms in the transformed action:
K′3 →
1
a22k
2
, M
′2
3 →−
1
a22
, (47)
K′4 →
1
c22k
2
, M
′2
4 →−
1
c22
.
In this case, we see that the two initial ghosts appear now as
two gradients. Similarly to the previous example, since we
have assumed D ∝ k0, the two fields are effectively decoupled,
and the solutions correspond simply to growing exponentials
of the form ekt .
D. Example III: Stable Two-Ghost System
Now, we analyze further the case of two ghosts with sta-
ble solutions, bringing the Lagrangian into a form where it is
easily seen that the system is stable. We will make the same
choice of coefficients as in Example I for the canonical trans-
formation and field redefinition. We start by using eq. (40)
and considering ε1t = ε2t =−1 and εis = εim =+1.
1. Low Energy
In the low energy limit, k→ 0, we find the following kinetic
and mass coefficients:
K′3 →
x
[√
z2− 16D2m21+ z
]
16D2c21m
2
1
,
M
′2
3 →
x
[
y−
√
y2− 16D2m22
]
16D2c21
,
K′4 →−
x
[
z−
√
z2− 16D2m21
]
16D2c21m
2
1
,
M
′2
4 →−
x
[√
y2− 16D2m22+ y
]
16D2c21
. (48)
Now x =
(
−2m21
(
4D2+m22
)
+
(
m22− 4D2
)2
+m41
)1/2
, y =
(4D2−m21+m22) and z = (4D2+m21−m22). Notice that x is
now real for restricted values of the coefficients D, m1 and m2
and again must be so in order to have a valid transformation
because the fields in our initial system are real. These re-
stricted values correspond to W 2− 4m21m22 > 0. Furthermore,
if y and z are both positive, then all of these conditions be-
come equivalent to those for which we could obtain stable so-
lutions with two initial ghosts in eq. (29). Considering these
values, we see that K′3 and M
′2
3 are both positive while K
′
4 and
M′24 are both negative. However, the fields are now decou-
pled and have separate solutions where φ ′3 is stable and φ
′
4
has both a ghost and a tachyon. This corresponds to a situa-
tion in which φ ′4’s equation of motion has just been multiplied
by a global minus sign, and is thus stable. Equivalently, we
can understand this result from the Hamiltonian of this two
field system where the parts that belong to each corresponding
field have opposite energies. However, because the two fields
no longer interact, they conserve their energy separately and
we now effectively have two Hamiltonians with one bounded
from above and the other bounded from below.
We conclude that for restricted values of the coefficients
of the initial interacting action, we can have a stable system
despite the presence of two ghosts, and this happens because
the terms with opposite energy contributions are decoupled
from each other.
2. High Energy
In the limit k→∞ we obtain the following kinetic and mass
terms in the transformed action:
K′3 →−
1
c21
, M
′2
3 →
k2
c21
,
K′4 →−
1
c21
, M
′2
4 →
k2
c21
. (49)
In this case, we find that the high-energy limit gives us an
unstable solution with two ghosts. Here, we have effectively
decoupled solutions that correspond to eq. (29) when D is not
relevant and thus go as ekt .
V. DISCUSSION
There are a number of cosmological models in the literature
that have a dynamical evolution of dark energy, and provide
alternatives to the standard cosmological constant paradigm.
These models typically describe dark energy as one additional
physical field that leads to the late-time accelerated expansion
of the universe. One of the major challenges in construct-
ing consistent dark energy models has been the fact that they
are plagued by instabilities that appear in the evolution of lin-
ear cosmological perturbations, and may render these models
phenomenologically unviable.
In this paper, we generically study properties of instabilities
in theories that have two interacting scalar cosmological fields
as a proxy for dark energy and a matter field (and thus en-
compass scalar-tensor, vector-tensor and bigravity theories),
although the arguments and results can be extended to more
interacting fields as well. In particular, we have generically
explored the relationship between three types of instabilities:
ghosts (associated to negative kinetic energy of fields), gradi-
ents (associated to negative squared momenta) and tachyons
(associated to negative squared masses). We have used canon-
ical transformations to show explicitly that at the level of the
action, there is an equivalence between ghost, gradient, and
tachyonic instabilities in the low and high-energy regimes.
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At high energies, if any of the two fields exhibits a ghost
or a gradient instability then the entire system becomes un-
stable, leading to a runaway growing behaviour of any fields
interacting to the manifestly unstable field. Similarly, at low
energies, if any of the two fields exhibits a ghost or a tachy-
onic instability then the entire system becomes unstable. In-
tuitively, this happens because the total energy of the system
is composed of positive and negative terms that are allowed
to exchange energy. As a consequence, both the negative and
positive terms can grow arbitrarily large while still keeping
the total energy conserved, which leads to the aforementioned
runaway behaviour in fields.
We thus conclude that high-energy ghosts and gradients
in any field are all equivalent, and low-energy ghosts and
tachyons are also equivalent. This result is found for inter-
acting physical systems, to which we apply canonical trans-
formations that allow us to bring any physical system into
mathematical forms that make the relationship of these insta-
bilities manifest. Via examples, we explicitly show that the
presence of instabilities in an interacting system is a physi-
cal property that can manifest in different ways mathemati-
cally. Ultimately, the instability will be present regardless of
whether it appears as negative kinetic energy or negative mass
terms in a given field basis, and regardless of the specific field
that exhibits the negative terms.
Understanding the relationship between these instabilities
is essential in evaluating when a given theory can be phe-
nomenologically viable. Typically, high-energy instabilities
need to be avoided, and thus conditions on avoiding both
high-energy ghosts and gradient instabilities must be imposed.
Meanwhile, low-energy instabilities are allowed, and thus
both kinetic and mass terms can be negative in this regime. In-
deed, in cosmology, at low energies it is crucial to allow for a
growth of perturbations as they lead to the formation of large-
scale structures in the universe. Nevertheless, the timescale
of this growth must be kept under control in order to comply
with observations.
In the case of interacting systems, we analyze the timescale
of instabilities whenever they are present. We show that
for most models, the presence of interactions will not alter
whether an instability is present or not. Nevertheless, the
value of this interaction term does affect the actual timescale
of the instability in the fields. Therefore, in cosmology, while
one may naively impose only conditions on the masses of
fields to control the growth rate of low-energy instabilities, the
appropriate approachmay be to impose conditions on general-
ized quantities that take intro consideration interaction terms.
In addition, we show that there are rare models that may
exhibit negative kinetic energy terms and hence are seemingly
unstable, but the presence of interactions actually lead to sta-
ble solutions for all fields. We show that in this case it is
possible to apply a canonical transformation to bring the sys-
tem into a form where fields are effectively decoupled, and
one of them has a positive-definite total energy, whereas the
other has a negative-definite energy. In this case, both fields
evolve independently and do not exchange energy, which ren-
ders the system stable. These models show that, again, it is
important to analyze and appropriately consider interactions
when searching for viable models. In particular, while high-
energy instabilities are usually avoided by imposing positivity
of all the coefficients in the action, it may be possible to relax
these conditions and allow for negative terms if the presence
of interactions help obtain stable solutions anyway.
As an example for how the results of this work can be used
in practice, we mention the simplest case of scalar-tensor the-
ories with second-order temporal and spatial derivative equa-
tions of motion. First of all, we must bring the system into the
form of eq. (24) (this has been explicitly done in [33]). After-
wards, we study the sign of the kinetic K1,2(t,k) and mass
m1,2(t,k) terms in the low and high-energy regimes, while
studying also the behaviour of the interaction term D. From
the result obtained in [33], we find that in the high-energy
regime D ∝ k−1, K1,2 ∝ k0, m1,2 ∝ k, and hence D becomes ir-
relevant in determining the fields evolution. Therefore, in or-
der to avoid high-energy instabilities, we would simply have
to impose (limk→∞ K1,2) > 0 and (limk→∞ m21,2) > 0. On the
other hand, in the low-energy regime, we find that D ∝ k,
K1,2 ∝ k
0, m1,2 ∝ k
0, and hence D again becomes irrelevant
in determining the evolution of the fields. In this case, we
would relax the no ghost condition and impose conditions on
the action coefficients that allow negative signs in either the
kinetic or mass terms provided the timescale is of order of the
Hubble rate or slower. For these simple scalar-tensor theories
we see that D had no relevant role in the low and high-energy
regimes. However, this may not necessarily be the case in
models with a more complicated k-dependence of the kinetic
and mass coefficients, such as in DHOST, vector-tensor, or
bimetric models. Whether D is relevant or not, must be ulti-
mately determined case by case.
In conclusion, we have shown that for many generic cosmo-
logical models that promote dark energy to a dynamical field,
instabilities in the system may manifest themselves in differ-
ent mathematical ways, although they are physically equiva-
lent. We show this equivalence by applying canonical trans-
formations at the level of the action that describes linear scalar
perturbations in these models. Furthermore, we have shown
that interactions in the high and low-energy regimes may af-
fect the stability of the system or the timescale of the insta-
bilities when present. These results can aid in the study of
these general cosmological models and inform the conditions
we need to impose on these theories when searching for phe-
nomenologically viable models.
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Appendix: Two field action
1. Transformed Lagrangian
The transformed Lagrangian for two fields is given by:
L
′ =
C1
2A
φ˙ ′1
2
+
C2
A
φ˙ ′1φ
′
1−
C3
2A
φ ′21 +
C4
2A
φ˙ ′2
2
+
C5
A
φ˙ ′2φ
′
2
− C6
2A
φ ′22 +
C7
A
φ˙ ′1φ˙
′
2+
C8
A
φ˙ ′1φ
′
2+
C9
A
φ˙ ′2φ
′
1+
C10
A
φ ′1φ
′
2.
(A.1)
A≡ a22
(
c22
(
D2+ k2m
2
1
)(
D2+ k1m
2
2
)
+ c21k1m
2
1
)
+ 2a1a2c1c2D
2+ a21
(
c22k2m
2
2+ c
2
1
)
. (A.2)
Furthermore, the coefficients in front of the various terms
are explicitly given by:
C1 = c
2
2k2
(
D2+ k1m
2
2
)
+ c21k1,
C2 =
[
a1
(
b2c1c2D
2+ b1
(
c22k2m
2
2+ c
2
1
))
+a2
(
b2
(
c22
(
D2+ k2m
2
1
)(
D2+ k1m
2
2
)
+ c21k1m
2
1
)
+b1c1c2D
2
)]
,
C3 = c
2
2m
2
2
(
D2+ k2m
2
1
)
+ c21m
2
1,
C4 = a
2
2k1
(
D2+ k2m
2
1
)
+ a21k2,
C5 =
[
a1a2D
2 (c2d1+ c1d2)+ a
2
1
(
c2d2k2m
2
2+ c1d1
)
+a22
(
c2d2
(
D2+ k2m
2
1
)(
D2+ k1m
2
2
)
+ c1d1k1m
2
1
)]
,
C6 = a
2
2m
2
1
(
D2+ k1m
2
2
)
+ a21m
2
2,
C7 = D(a2c1k1− a1c2k2) ,
C8 = D
(
a2c2
(
D2+ k1m
2
2
)
+ a1c1
)
,
C9 =−D
(
a2c2
(
D2+ k2m
2
1
)
+ a1c1
)
,
C10 = D
(
a2c1m
2
1− a1c2m22
)
. (A.3)
This transformed Lagrangian reduces to the single field re-
sult for both φ1 and φ2 when D→ 0 as expected.
2. Interaction terms
Consider terms in our Lagrangian of the following:∫
d4x
[
D1φ˙1φ2+D2φ˙2φ1
]
. (A.4)
They can be integrated by parts to bring them into an antisym-
metric form as desired for the study of stability. We rewrite
these terms as:∫
d4x
[−D˙1φ1φ2−D1φ˙2φ1+D2φ˙2φ1]
=
∫
d4x
[−D˙1φ1φ2+(D2−D1)φ˙2φ1] . (A.5)
After another integration by parts this reads:
∫
d4x
[
−D˙1φ1φ2+ 1
2
(D2−D1)φ˙2φ1+ 1
2
(D2−D1)φ˙2φ1
]
=
∫
d4x
[
−D˙1φ1φ2+ 1
2
(D2−D1)φ˙2φ1− 1
2
(D2−D1)φ˙1φ2
−1
2
(D˙2− D˙1)φ1φ2
]
(A.6)
This leads to the final expression:
∫
d4x
[
1
2
(D2−D1)
[
φ˙2φ1− φ˙1φ2
]− 1
2
(D˙2− D˙1)φ1φ2
]
.
(A.7)
Here we can see that this procedure always leads to an an-
tisymmetric term that will not affect our stability analysis as
noted earlier, as well as a mass mixing term that depends on
time. If our coefficients do not depend on time this last con-
tribution will vanish.
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